
Board of Directors - Meeting Agenda 
Friday, December 9, 2016 

Continental Breakfast 8:00am-9:00am 
Board Meeting 9:00am-12:30pm 

Lowes Sapphire Falls Resort 
At the Universal Orlando Resort 

6601 Adventure Way, Orlando, FL 32819 
Grand Caribbean Rooms 8 – 10 

Conference Call Line: 641-715-0700, Code: 646645# 

I. Call to Order – Kelly Paige 9:10am

II. Roll Call & Introductions – Kelly Paige
1) Welcome & Thank You to Host Sheena Fowler and Lindsey Sandrin
Kelly Paige
Sheena Fowler 
Bonnie King 
Lauren O'Quinn 
Michelle Hillery 
John Lux 
Gail Morgan 
Jeanne Corcoran 
Christy Andreoni 
Todd Roobin 
Graham Winick 
Alexa Sheehan 
Nancy McBride 

Alex Katsaros 
Sandy Lighterman (via phone) 
David Jeffe (via phone) 
Dawson Peden (via phone) 
Niki Welge 
Susan Simms (via phone) 
Shane Croft 
Sage Croft 
Elida Shepherd 
Dan Shepherd 
Michelle Curtis 
Jeff Williams

Kelly Paige thanked Sheena Fowler and her staff for hosting the meeting and their efforts in 
putting together a great week. Kelly also thanked Nancy McBride for hosting us at Women in Film 
& Television’s Jingle Mingle. 

III. Agenda: Additions & Deletions - **MOTION TO APPROVE
Michelle Hillery made a Motion to Approve the agenda.
Bonnie King seconded the Motion.
The Motion was carried unanimously.

IV. Board of Directors Minutes - **MOTION TO APPROVE
1) August 19, 2016*
Christy Andreoni made a Motion to Approve the agenda.
Jeanne Corcoran seconded the Motion.
The Motion was carried unanimously.

V. Consent Agenda - **MOTION TO RECEIVE AND FILE ALL ITEMS
1) Executive Board Meetings/Minutes: September 21, 2016*
2) Film Commission Council Meetings/Minutes: July 14, 2016*, August 18, 2016*, September

27, 2016*
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3) Legislative Committee Meetings/Minutes: August 2, 2016* 
Christy Andreoni made a Motion to Approve the agenda. 
Sheena Fowler seconded the Motion. 
The Motion was carried unanimously. 
 

VI. New Business 
1) Film Florida Policies & Procedures – Kelly Paige 

Kelly Paige talked about John Lux creating a Film Florida policy and procedure manual. 
Sometimes questions come up and we need to go back to past presidents to find out how things 
were discussed and voted on. These are things not mentioned in the Board of Director’s Handbook, 
but more operational things we come across. Jeanne Corcoran asked if Board Members are 
aware that they are liable for things when acting on behalf of Film Florida- do we have coverage 
and do we have legal counsel for those situations. Kelly Paige verified that we do have liability 
insurance and we do have Counsel as members of the organization. Michelle Hillery also noted 
and we have E&O insurance and she hopes we do not get too cumbersome with our policies and 
procedures and she suggested that past presidents also be included as well as the Board of 
Directors. 

   
VII. Committee / Task Force Report 

1) Membership & Capacity Committee 
a. New Members and Renewals Update* – Christy Andreoni  
Christy Andreoni noted that we are now preparing monthly reports and sending to the 
BOD so people can reach out to new members more periodically. Christy said our new 
members and renewals are growing. 
 
b. Membership Analysis* – John Lux 
On page 38 of the packet, John Lux talked about how Kelly Paige requested this report. 
The report shows total membership, including LA Office funds. John focuses on new and 
upgraded membership which is $35,525 as of November 30, 2016 which is 71% of our 
goal through 42% of the year. Pages 39 shows new and upgraded members per month. 
Kelly Paige noted that new membership is going very well. Kelly asked if the new 
membership numbers include any LA Office funds. John Lux said the LA Office was not 
included in any new membership. Page 40 – 44 shows the detail per month which also 
shows the location of the new members as well as the type of new members, either 
production, digital or tourism. Our tourism new members have grown a lot in the last 
couple months, which coincides with our presence at the Governor’s Conference on 
Tourism. John talked about the most common new membership level we have added is 
the $50 level and the $1,000 level. John pushes the $1,000 and $2,500 membership 
levels the most because of the exposure of having their logo on our poster and additional 
promotion on our website and social media channels. Graham Winick pointed out that all 
members at the $1,000 level and above automatically are allowed to have their materials 
present at our booth if we have that presence at any of our sales missions. Kelly Paige 
acknowledged one of our new members, Tony Stopperan from Ringling College of Art 
and Design in attendance. Jeanne Corcoran also pointed out some of Tony’s 
accomplishments as a filmmaker. 
 
c. Reciprocal Memberships – Christy Andreoni  
Christy Andreoni brought up the reciprocal membership policy issue. The previous 
policy is that Film Florida didn’t do reciprocal memberships unless Film Florida came out 
on top financial. The membership committee is recommending that we use a form similar 
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to our sponsorship request form so we could look at the value add of such a membership 
as opposed to being hard and fast on the financial arrangement. 
 
Sheena Fowler agreed with this notion, which we look at things more than just financial. 
John Lux also said that we wanted to open the discussion so it’s not just black and white 
about money. Kelly Paige said she agrees but it is a slippery slope because she doesn’t 
want every organization to come to us wanting them to join their organization. Sometimes 
we add more value than others and it’s not all equal. Christy Andreoni said the overall 
thought is that we need to be able to have a discussion as opposed to starting every 
conversation with “no”. Graham Winick said when he was President, he inherited a lot of 
reciprocal memberships and he asked “why?” and he eliminated it. He believes it 
shouldn’t be a written policy, it should be an executive board perspective and if the Board 
doesn’t agree with what the executive board does, they can be voted out. Alex Katsaros 
said in Strategic Futures they talked about areas of the industry or types of companies to 
target and those might be the reason we go after trying to get those companies more 
involved. John Lux said the decision that came out of the membership committee was 
that right now our policy is no, and we think there should be a discussion before a 
decision. Upon further discussion, Christy Andreoni decided there was no motion to be 
made, just wanted to have a discussion. 
 
d. Membership Gift – Christy Andreoni MOTION TO APPROVE 
Christy Andreoni said the new membership gift per the Marketing Committee and 
Membership Committee is suggesting is going to be a black t-shirt with a white logo on 
the front and back. Kelly Paige asked what the cost breakdown would be between the 
luggage tags and hat. John Lux said the cost is in between. Kelly Paige said she loved 
the idea since it’s a walking billboard. Graham Winick said he doesn’t like a t-shirt. He 
has so many and it’s a pain with shipping, sizes, male vs female, etc. Alexa Sheehan 
asked if we were going do a t-shirt, she would prefer a small logo on the front and a large 
logo on the back. Alexa also suggested a Turvis Tumbler. Lauren O’Quinn said she 
understood Graham’s concern, but from her perspective, actors and crew are always 
wearing a t-shirt from a previous project and people are always wearing t-shirts on set.  
 
Christy Andreoni made a motion that the 2017 membership gift is a 
black t-shirt with white logo. 
Gail Morgan seconded the Motion. 
The Motion was carried. 
 

2) Budget & Finance Committee 
a. Treasurer Report* – Lauren O’Quinn  
Lauren O’Quinn noted that page 45 is the treasurer report which shows a significant 
increase in our operating bank account. The increase comes mostly from increased 
membership. Kelly Paige asked how much of that balance is film commissioners “pre-
paying” for the LA Office. John Lux said there is a little from film commissioners but not 
very much.  
 
b. Review of Financials* – John Lux 
Financial details starts on page 46 with a summary. John Lux said that we are now 
tracking some memberships by new and renewals. The challenge is that 123Signup 
withholds different amounts in reserves so the accounting is cumbersome so it’s 
challenging to track 123Signup for new and renewals. Page 47 starts the detailed 
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transactions in QuickBooks. Bonnie King noted her appreciation for John following her 
requests. 
 
c. LA Office Fund Review* – Michelle Hillery 
Kelly Paige said the importance of the LA Office is seen now more than ever with the 
lack of an incentive program. Whether someone wants to shoot in Florida 1 day, 3 days, 
5 days, having someone constantly marketing the state so people know we are open for 
business is very important. Michelle Hillery said we are in year 2 of raising $40,000 to 
fund half of the LA Office. We’ve been working closely with the film commissions to 
support Film Florida with additional funds so that increase could go to the LA Office. The 
tracking spreadsheet is on page 51 of the agenda packet. To date we’ve collected 
$22,550 while paying out $16,666.65. We had hoped to have $50,050 available for the 
LA Office, that number is going to go down by $5,000 since the Greater Miami 
Convention and Visitor’s Bureau has reduced their contribution by $5,000. As of now, 
Film Florida has not had to contribute to the fund since the entire amount has been 
picked up directly by the film commissioners but it will need to be a conversation if we are 
asked to do it for a 3rd year.  
 
d. 2016 – 2017 Budget Status Update* – John Lux 
John Lux said page 52 shows where we are budget year to date. It was asked in a 
previous meeting to give an update where we are to budget. We’re 42% through the year 
(July – Nov). We’re ahead of pace on membership. Sales missions are behind pace, 
some of which is based on timing but we are also seeing less participation from members 
for certain sales missions. On the expense side, business expenses and website/internet 
communications are well over 50% because those costs were front-loaded, we don’t 
expect much additional expenses. Kelly Paige added that film commissioners budget are 
getting cut along with travel which is something to keep track of. John Lux also said the 
contract with The Advocacy Group is back-loaded so we know that even out. Bonnie 
King asked about the website-internet communication. John Lux said that was renewing 
our URL and our Constant Contact which were one-time costs during the year. 
 

3) Marketing & Communications Committee 
a. Tradeshows & Special Events – Graham Winick 
Graham Winick talked about the downward trend in participation in trade shows. Trade 
shows and marketing is not the exclusive domain of the film commission council. 
Education and Industry councils can get a lot out of the cooperative marketing. There are 
more opportunities that we need to explore and we will continue to do that. In September 
we participated in the Toronto International Film Festival. This is all things to all people 
where it has an International presence while being in our backyard, it has a film festival 
market and panels, it has major productions, and it has a major independent festival feel 
as well as international appeal. We hosted a reception for Florida productions and Florida 
filmmakers. The most notable one this year was Moonlight. Our relationship with the 
producing team goes back a number of years so they know they family and the 
relationship was cultivated over a number of years. 
 
The next opportunity is NATPE, the main trade show for TV production in the world. It’s in 
Miami January 16 – 19. It is a unique experience and brings in huge international 
opportunities. This is a great opportunity if anyone wants to sell product. Last year we 
started an initiative that, for the industry council only, we reduced the participation cost by 
½ to help get more industry people interested. Kelly Paige asked if we have producers, 
how do we reach out to those people. Graham Winick said we make sure everyone on 
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our mailing list as well as social media. Sheena Fowler suggested the film 
commissioners reach out to their local people to make sure they are aware of the 
opportunity. 
 
While not an official Film Florida trip, a number of people will be attending Sundance. The 
GMCVB does a promotion each year, Susan and Sandy will be there. The Borscht Film 
Collective, who have been part of the Moonlight experience, have a film in the festival this 
year.  
 
After that, South By Southwest (SXSW) is March 9 – 16, we’ll be there March 11 – 15. 
Our participation includes a badge, booth space and possibly a reception of some kind. 
Others are interested so while badges are not an issue, hotel space is since Austin is not 
that big. If anyone is interested, please let us know ASAP. 
 
Later in the spring, we’ll look at Tribeca and Produced By. There is a bigger push for 
eMERGE AMERICAS in Miami over the summer (June 9 – 13). We want to expand our 
portfolio but can only do so if we get participation. 
 
Graham also reminded everyone that if you are a $1,000 level member, you are eligible 
to have your marketing materials in the Film Florida booth, if we have a booth set up, at 
conferences and trade shows that we attend. Kelly Paige told a story of a conference 
years ago where she stuffed bags with materials and it lead to a new client for a member 
so it is a great opportunity. 
 
b. Industry Marketing Strategy – John Lux 
John Lux said the marketing committee meets every month, the calls include about 5-10 
people each month. The calls include a nice mix of people from the organization. We 
typically talk about how to market the organization better as well as helping members of 
the organization. We’ve helped promote 10 different events for our members. In the last 6 
weeks we’ve taken on a hypothetical question: If the organization gave the marketing 
committee $5K to market the industry, what would we do with it. Last week people came 
to our meeting with suggestions including videos, banner ads, print ads, where do we 
place them, etc. It brought us to the conversation of who is the audience and the answer 
came back commercial producers and independent films. Alexa Sheehan asked about 
the cost differential between the big publications versus the smaller niche publications. 
John Lux said that’s where they are right now, with gathering costs. 
 
Alex Katsaros said it’s about experts in our state to do detailed articles, more than a 
blog. That shows our expertise and allows us to get our message out there more as 
opposed to just a quick social media post. John Lux said media coverage is a great 
marketing tool as well as speaking on panels. Alexa Sheehan said WIFT has nametags 
and she wears it when she is out, people ask her about it. Kelly Paige said Film Florida 
used to have name tags and that’s something we can get back to. John Lux asked 
Sheena Fowler how many name tags she has and how she would prioritize which one to 
wear. Sheena Fowler said it would depend on the function but there are definitely times 
where she would wear a Film Florida one over another. John Lux asked Michelle Hillery 
if there would be an occasion to wear a Film Florida name tag over a Palm Beach County 
name tag. Michelle Hillery said there would be occasions. Kelly Paige said we were just 
at Jingle Mingle and said events like that, it would be good to watch how many people 
wore Film Florida name tags. Lauren O’Quinn said it would also be helpful when she 
was new to the organization. Jeanne Corcoran said AFCI has different ribbons that get 
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added to their name tags. Kelly Paige asked John Lux to investigate Film Florida name 
tags for all Board members. 
 
c. Communications (positive vs. negative news) – John Lux 
John Lux talked about the topic of positive versus negative news. Periodically there are 
articles that talk about the tough times we’re currently having as an industry and the 
question has been posed ‘why do we post negative articles about our industry?’ and ‘are 
we being too negative on social media and e-mail blasts?’ John looked at a two week 
period in October and we had 24 posts on Facebook with 21 of them were positive, 2 of 
them were about Ballers possibly leaving and 1 of them was about the negative state of 
the industry. Then last week we had 15 posts, 13 were positive and 2 of them were about 
Ballers officially leaving. Our volume of posts on Twitter is much higher but the ratio was 
the same if not better with all the Moonlight articles we’re retweeting. Then on Instagram 
we’ve posted 2,300+ times with less than 10 of them being negative issues. Anytime that 
anything comes out that could be controversial or negative, he reaches out to Kelly 
asking what we want to do. Sometimes we also reach out to Michelle since she was in 
the role for 2 years. And we also reach out to Slater and Sarah sometimes to make sure 
they are on board with what we’re going to do. John noted that while he, Kelly and 
Michelle had a big hand in writing the Op-Ed, Slater was the final author since we wrote 
everything and he eventually paired it down to what was published. John said we want to 
be the leaders of the industry and we tell people we are leaders so that means telling the 
truth even when it’s bad news sometimes.  
 
Kelly Paige said it’s important that we put the information out there is important as long 
as we are posting professionally and not calling people out. The Op-Ed was initially pretty 
strong and that could close some doors so Slater broadened it and allowed us to get our 
message out there but not close any doors. Kelly said she got some positive feedback 
from legislators so it got the point across but was still very professional.  
 
Kelly Paige said we need to watch how we do it because we need to let people know we 
are losing crew and infrastructure but we need to make sure people that want to come 
here still come here. 
 
John Lux said that when a controversial article comes out, he will write multiple post 
options for Kelly and she will choose which one to go with. We also ask media to send 
questions via e-mail so we can think about our answers, write them out so we can’t be 
misquoted and send them to each other so we can review before something goes to a 
reporter.  
 
Sheena Fowler said the posts that we do are not the problem, it’s when publications do 
their own stories and include quotes from us. She said we need to be generating content 
that talks about how people are still working here. John Lux said the best content that 
we can produce needs to come from the individual film commissioners since we can only 
post what we know.  
 
Michelle Hillery agreed that it is a balancing act, but we’ve been fighting a difficult fight 
for 5 years in Tallahassee trying to get them to understand what will happen if legislators 
aren’t supportive. We have told legislators that if they don’t do something, work will go 
away and now we do need to show that what we said was happening. The media is very 
interested in our industry. We don’t seek out media coverage, they seek us out because 
they know we are an important industry.  
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Sheena Fowler said we can’t cater our message to legislators because she works with 
companies considering Florida but ask her about articles that things are bad.  
 
Gail Morgan said she had to turn away a news article because they wanted to do an 
article comparing work down in Georgia and Alabama to work in the Panhandle. Gail 
referred them to Kelly because there was no way to answer without being an overly 
negative statement about our industry situation. 
 
Lauren O’Quinn said it’s hard because some things, like commercials, are doing well 
while other aspects aren’t doing well. It’s easier for media to focus on the difficulties than 
the positive. She also said we’re doing a disservice to those that have moved or traveling 
or struggling if we’re doing articles about how great things are. If we push so hard that 
things are great, we will never get support from legislators. 
 
John Lux said over the summer when Ballers and Bloodline announced they were 
renewed for Season 3, legislators and those against us were all over Twitter and other 
media saying “see, we told you they didn’t need an incentive to come back”. Since that 
time, when they ended up being wrong, the media is pointing out those people were 
wrong, we’re not the ones pointing out their incorrect statements. 
 
Kelly Paige concluded that we don’t want to run off business but we also need to tell 
legislators that they are running off the business. 
 
d. Florida Governor’s Conference on Tourism Sept. 7-9, 2016 in Orlando 

i. Film Florida Legends Tourism Ambassador Award 2016 
Kelly Paige recapped the conference, where we presented an award to Sharon Gless for 
her role on Burn Notice, the longest running series ever in Florida. Sharon made some 
good points about Miami being on TV for multiple years. The event was very well 
attended and helped us get multiple new members. Kelly hopes we’ll be returning to the 
Governor’s Conference on Tourism in August 2018. 
 
Michelle Hillery said she is very pleased that we’ve been able to forge such a good 
relationship with the tourism industry since many local film commissioners work in the 
tourism offices. Kelly Paige thanked Michelle for starting the tradition. 

    
4) Legislative Committee Report  

a. Election Results – John Lux 
John Lux said we sent e-mails to all candidates before the election asking them their 
opinions about our industry. The e-mail was drafted by John, then reviewed and tweaked 
by Michelle, Kelly and Slater/Sarah. We received responses from 44 of the new House 
candidates and 11 of 25 new Senate candidates. We also sent our e-mail blasts and 
social media posts telling people if they have questions about their candidates please 
reach out to us. As a non-partisan organization, we cannot endorse candidates but we 
were able to copy and paste information that candidates provided to us. We received 
more than 100 requests for information. It was also important to open the conversation 
with new legislators. After the elections, we sent e-mails to every legislator that won, 
again working to build relationships with new legislators. We’ve received a number of 
responses thanking us and opening an avenue for more conversation. From all of the 
conversations, we have been able to categorize legislators as supportive, not sure or 
non-supportive towards our industry as a whole. There are 43 of 120 new House 
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members and 13 of 40 new Senate members (11 of 13 were previously in House). There 
are a lot of legislators looking for more information. 
 
b. Legislative Strategy Update – Todd Roobin & Paul Sirmons 
Todd Roobin said that Sarah Busk gave a thorough update of things during the 
Legislative Committee. We are taking it upon ourselves to help educate new legislators. 
We also need to know which Film Florida members know legislators. The Speaker has 
made it known that he wants to eliminate funding for EFI and Visit Florida, unfortunately 
we fall into those opinions. We have a huge supporter in Senator Latvala. He is a huge 
advocate and he’s the head of the Senate Appropriations committee. We continue to 
have a lot of organizations that are supportive of our industry.  
 
Todd said that our task was to come up with options that we could put as legislative 
priorities. We want to get the LA Office and marketing budget reinstated. The Education 
Retention program is also a priority. Graham Winick talked about the focus of retaining 
graduates from Florida-based colleges and universities. Florida has more film and digital 
media schools than any other states in the country. We devised a program that keeps the 
investment we’re making in students here in our state. Graham mentioned that Tony 
Stopperan asked if it could have more legs if it looked at other industries not just our 
industry.  
 
Todd Roobin said Kelly charged him and Paul with a wish list. If there is an economic 
development bill filed, we would have bill language available to add to it. Kelly Paige said 
Paul and Todd did a great job at looking at other states and make a program that is just 
Florida-based labor. And finally, we have a product placement program. Kelly said the 
product placement program would get different incentives based on how much Florida 
was included in the film or television series. 
 
Kelly Paige talked about the input that we were given that in order to remain relevant, 
whether we think a bill can be passed or not, we need to have a bill filed. If a bill is filed, it 
gives us an in to help educate them. If we don’t have an issue on the table, it’s hard to 
get a meeting. Our challenge will be whether we can get a bill sponsor in both the House 
and the Senate. Regardless of whether we file a bill or not, our top priority is to get the LA 
Office reinstated.  
 
c. Legislative Delegation Meeting Schedule & Talking Points* - John Lux 
John Lux said that we have put together a draft of bullet points if people are speaking at 
delegation meetings. But most importantly people know their legislators better than we do 
so please cater your message to those members. John said that we have been advised 
that speaking at delegation meetings is a good idea for educating legislators. Sheena 
Fowler said having companies or crew members to speak is better than film 
commissioners.  
 
d. Tourism Day/Film Day – Kelly Paige 
Kelly Paige said Tourism Day is March 14. We’ve participated the last 2 years. The first 
year we had more than 150 people and because of numbers we dominated the 
conversation. We didn’t do it intentionally so the second year we toned it down a bit so 
we brought up a small group to participate in Tourism Day and have meetings. We are 
considering having our own day so we can keep the conversation focused on our 
industry. We are also considering having a reception for legislators to help educate new 
legislators. Sandy Lighterman said we need to consider that if we do an “all call” it might 
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backfire since many of those that went in previous years may not want to go or may not 
live in Florida anymore. 
 

5) Strategic Futures Committee – Graham Winick & Jud French 
Graham Winick said Strategic Futures is supposed to be looking further down the line and where 
the strategy, organization and industry is going. There is a huge gathering of clusters in the tech 
industry with Orlando and Miami. Miami is growing from international finance. We want teMERGE 
AMERICAS in June in Miami is a great opportunity for us to have a presence. We’re also looking 
at OrlandoiX. We want to engage with existing membership and beyond and gets us an in with 
VR and AR. It will help us be a resource to others for both membership and working with 
partners.  

 
VIII.  Florida Office of Film & Entertainment/FFEAC Report – Niki Welge & Susan Simms 

1) OFE/FFEAC Report – Niki Welge 
Niki Welge said the new state film office launched with some new functionality, always looking for 
content for news and events so if anyone has things, please send to Niki. Everyone should have 
received an e-mail from Emily regarding the upcoming FFEAC meeting including reports for the 
last quarter. Info about the meeting is on the website and social media. The Annual Report was 
submitted to the Governor, Speaker of the House and Senate President on November 1 including 
labor market statistics, info about financial incentive program and sales tax exemption program. 
Niki pointed out the dramatic decrease in travel as a result of the reduced budget, but it was a 
tradeoff to keep Susan Simms on the team, along with the help of Film Florida.  
 
Niki and Sheena Fowler have been working together with NAICS codes to better categorize 
people that work in the industry. The State doesn’t allow the OFE to include anything for digital 
media in their reporting while Film Florida has chosen to include other codes. Sheena Fowler 
said the NAICS codes don’t accurately categories the jobs for film and digital media. Film Florida 
used numbers that came from Sheena’s Business Intelligence team based on codes and some 
assumptions.  
 
Michelle Hillery pointed out that the new OFE website has locations that are out of date. The film 
commissioners are responsible for taking the time to take care of their listings and locations.  
 
Niki Welge said her office is merging with the division of community development so the office 
shouldn’t see changes outwardly but it will change internally. There is an opportunity for better 
communication within the department to understand what more is available for companies.  
 
Kelly Paige said the discussion about NAICS codes is very important and we appreciate Niki and 
Sheena’s efforts.  
 
2) LA Liaison Report – Susan Simms 
Susan Simms said she sincerely appreciates the extra work and effort to keep her around and 
keep the LA Office open. Perception is reality because Susan is able to tell people all about 
Florida and the work that is still going on having nothing to do with incentives. We need to 
remember how unique we are and what we have to offer. Susan has upcoming meetings with 
Netfilx and Sony. She is also meeting with payroll companies to get a lay of the land and updates 
on remaining audits. Susan take every opportunity to tell the positive story about Florida. There 
continues to be commercials and independent films throughout Florida. Moonlight is helping the 
conversation regarding independent films so we need to take advantage of the Moonlight 
success. Susan will be going to Sundance partnering with Sandy Lighterman and the GMCVB. 
Susan will participating in Locations Expo in April. Susan noted Governor Cuomo vetoed the 
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music portion of the New York incentive and New York is facing opposition to their incentive 
program. Texas is also looking at potentially eliminating the incentive and the state film office. 
Susan talked about how great the Toronto International Film Festival was. Susan also attended a 
Film Independent event where we first met with Barry Jenkins years ago. Susan met with Agnes 
Lee that has a Florida angle that she is putting together. Tony Armer was also in California and 
did a presentation at AFM which was great. Susan talked with a woman that she wants to shoot 
in Ocala. Susan also ran into 3 different people that she has been talking with about a potential 
project that might shoot a portion in Florida.  

 
IX. Council Reports 

1) Education Council 
David Jaffe said the Education Council has been working on the survey of media production 
programs in Florida. The effort is to identify all educational programs in Florida. Steve McDowell 
has made significant progress in identifying the recipients and sending out questionnaires. David 
is looking beyond the colleges and universities and looking also at technical schools. 
 
Kelly Paige said this has been a huge undertaking from the Education Council. This is extremely 
important considering our Education Retention program in the future. Kudos to the Council for 
sticking with the task and making it happen.  
 
2) Film Commission Council 
Gail Morgan said the film commission council met and that John Lux will be conducting a social 
media seminar in January to help people become more active on social media. The Council 
hopes to add a question to the Education Council survey to also include high schools since many 
have tv and digital media programs now.  
 
3) Industry Council 
Dawson Peden said his company is concerned about some of the media coverage about crews 
leaving since they are investing a lot in the industry. His company just had a big open house in 
which a couple Film Florida members attended. His company is doing well and business is up 
which is good.  
 
Alexa Sheehan ran the Industry Council meeting the day before so she updated everyone on her 
idea about an Industry Day. Since there are so many networking days, Film Florida could put 
together a day where industry leaders lead panel discussions in multiple time slots in the 
morning. Then the afternoon would be a hands on training experience. We would team up with 
other organizations (probably Film Florida members) to be involved and help with marketing.  
 
4) Labor Council 
There was no representation from the Labor Council.  
 
5) Association Council 
Alex Katsaros said that he has reached out to members of the Association Council, which is a 
small council. The needs that were brought to our attention included promotion for the Global 
Peace Film Festival and a sponsorship request from WIFT-FL. The reciprocal membership issue 
is important to associations since most associations serve the same as Film Florida in that they 
are funded by members.  

 
X. New Business 

1) Articles of Interest* 
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XI. Future Meetings  
Kelly Paige said our next quarterly meeting will be associated with the legislative session, details to 
come shortly. Gail Morgan said our Annual Meeting will be in Destin at the Emerald Grande May 22-
24. The 2nd Quarterly Meeting will be in conjunction with the Florida Governor’s Conference on 
Tourism. That will be August 28 – 30 in Broward County.  

 

4th Quarterly Meeting 
Tallahassee 
In Conjunction with 2017 Legislative Session March 2017 

2017 Annual Meeting Emerald Coast/Destin May 2017 

2nd Quarterly Meeting 

TBD 
In Conjunction w/2017 Governor’s Conference on 
Tourism Aug/Sept 2017 

3rd Quarterly Meeting 
Orlando 
In Conjunction with WIFT-FL’s Jingle Mingle Event December 2017 

 
XII. Public Comments 
Alex in the audience said he was a former member of Film Florida. He’s been away from the 
organization for a while and was taking notes during the meeting and the meeting is the same 
discussion as 15 years ago. Legislative efforts are imperative. He said we can’t wait until legislative 
session, there needs to be a unified voice with multiple organizations. He suggests we do not do in-
kind memberships with other organizations, we need to get something out of memberships because 
we are the leaders. He suggested that if Moonlight is nominated for a big award we need to take out 
an ad. He also said he’s looking for work so if anyone needs help please let him know. 
 
Kelly Paige said she appreciated Alex attending the meeting. The legislative discussion has been 
around for 15 years and will be for another 15 years. Kelly suggested people go to our website since 
we have rebranded. We have made changes and have evolved because we need to. We need to 
bring in more programming and have guest speakers do diversify our offerings.  

 
XIII.  Adjournment 12:52pm 

*Backup Provided                     **Needs Motion & Approval 
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